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CRM Human Factors Overview

• LWRS Program researchers conduct Human Factors 
R&D on control room modernization approaches to:

– Evaluate the impact of modernization activities on human-
system performance.

– Establish the technical bases for upgrade decisions.

• Human factors experts:
– Collaborate with industry partners by evaluating designs to 

ensure human-system performance is not impacted.
– Research a variety of data collection methods to provide the 

basis for design decisions and provide evidence of human 
performance impacts of design.

– Develop principles and create state-of-the-art guidance on 
control room modernization to inform the LWR fleet.
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Current Work

• 3-D Modeling
• HFE Analyses

Using
NUREG-0700

Typical utility/regulatory 
approach is to perform:

1. Engineering Analyses
against Standards

2. Calculations
3. Verification & Validation

to Minimize Risk
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• Full-scope, Full-scale simulator model that includes all functions found in a 
control room
– Capable of modeling normal, abnormal, & emergency plant operations

• Reconfigurable
– Mimics both analog and digital systems and controls virtually
– Multiple control room configurations possible for both Pressurized and Boiling 

Water Reactors 
• Suite of human performance and risk measurement tools for operator-in-

the-loop studies

Current Work There are many more opportunities 
to get the design right through R&D!
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Current Work

Duke Energy Robinson TCS Static Display Workshop 
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Scenario 1 was a real time run of a turbine startup. Scenario 2 was a real time run of an steam generator 
tube leak (SGTL). Scenario 3 was a real time run of a runback, while Scenario 4 focused on minor faults. 
The Robinson instructor directed the scenarios and instructed the operators to interact and behave as if 
they were conducting a routine training exercise. The plant simulator was running and provided the full 
plant dynamics of the various scenarios during the first day (see Figure 5). These scenarios served as 
baseline measures of the plant TCS as currently implemented. As previously mentioned, operators were 
intimately familiar with the simulated plant and control room layout. However, they had minimal 
previous experience using the touchscreen digital panel mimics. Nevertheless, that the operators quickly 
adapted to the panels, and anecdotally the SRO remarked at the conclusion of the first scenario how 
surprised he was at how close it felt to the real plant. At the conclusion of each scenario run on the first 
day, the operators conducted a debriefing session with select reruns of certain steps within the scenarios. 
 

 
Figure 5. The Robinson Crew Running a Scenario on Day 1 with Observers (Left) on Scenarios Controlled 

from the Simulator Instructor Station (Right). 
 
On the second day, attendees were introduced to the new Tricon TCS hardware, logic, and functions by 
the Invensys engineer as well as the new Avid TCS interface by designers from Avid. Following the 
overview, the Robinson operators walked through the same four scenarios from Day One, this time with 
non-functional, static mockups of the new digital control system placed on revised panel mimics within 
the glasstop simulator (see Figure 4). The mockup DCS screens were made navigable using INL’s 
ProtoViewer tool for rapid prototyping on the glasstop simulator. The second day scenarios were 
conducted offline due to the formative nature of the interface screens and not-yet-modeled discrepancies 
in the plant simulator between the existing turbine control and the new turbine system, Operators were 
instructed to think-aloud as they ran through the scenarios. The operators’ mental models of the plant, the 
TCS vendor’s mental model of the new control system, the interface designers’ expertise, as well as 
procedural notes from the previous day allowed the operators to visualize both what they would need to 
check and control using the new interface as well as how the physical system would respond. Again, at 
the conclusion of each scenario run, the operators conducted a debriefing session along with select reruns 
of certain steps within the scenarios. The nature of the scenario walkthroughs on Day 2 resulted in semi-
structured discussions of the new TCS. 
 
For the first two days of the workshop, while scenarios were being conducted, two INL evaluators 
recorded time-stamped measures of operator actions and plant evolutions. A third INL evaluator operated 
a handheld camera while two additional evaluators and the Robinson plant instructor oversaw the 
technicalities pertaining to the simulator.  
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• Researchers use a suite of human performance and risk 
measurement tools for operator-in-the-loop studies

Current Work
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A Crosswalk Between NUREG-0711 and HFE

Because LWRS program 
researchers are doing so 
much scientific R&D on CRM, 
we need to also show the 
connections between the R&D 
performed and the Regulatory 
HF Program Review Model 
(NUREG-0711)
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• Work with the new instrumentation and control systems 
at scale to see how they will integrate with other plant 
control systems before modifying the plant.

• Early learning provides the opportunity to modify the 
design and further improve plant safety and efficiency 
prior to implementation.

Summary of Current Work
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• Apply human factors principles to the design philosophy to achieve 
measurable improvements in human performance

• Perform original research to investigate design concept tradeoffs to 
provide quantifiable evidence for decision making

• Utilize evaluation techniques to provide technical basis for design 
decisions

• Develop principles and create state-of-the-art guidance on control 
room modernization

• Better integration of HF and Plant Modification Activities

Desired Outcomes
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• Typical phases of a plant modification process
– Modification request
– Conceptual design and planning
– Development and specification of requirements
– Budgeting and contracting
– Preliminary design
– Detailed design
– Implementation and integration testing
– Factory Acceptance Test
– Pre-installation review and testing
– Installation and post-installation testing
– Operation and maintenance

Integration of HF and Plant Modification Phases
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Integration of HF and Plant Modification Phases
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• Seamless integration with Full Plant Modernization

Desired Outcomes

Seamless information architecture Seamless integration via a Strategy
for Full Nuclear Plant Modernization
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1. Lack of an end-state vision and strategy.
2. Insufficient process expertise and operational 

experience with digital upgrades.
3. Overcoming the inertia of status quo solutions 

developed by I&C and other digital solutions vendors.
4. Licensing and regulatory processes for digital upgrades.

– Cyber-security for digital upgrades.
5. Cost to implement relative to the expected value or 

anticipated benefits.
– Limited time windows in which to install the upgrades.

Challenges
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